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Speckle photography method of analysis of displacements . 
at the crack tips developing in brass specimens subject to tension 

Z. MOZGA (WARSZAWA) 

BRASS SPECIMENS containing a central circular hole were tested in tension by means of a double
exposure laser speckle photography method. Displacements fields were measured · in the neigh- ' 
bourhood of the crack propagating from the hole playing the role of a stress concentrator. 
Large magnification (8, 10, 20 x) enable high resolution of the measurements (ca. 0.2 mm). The 
measurements were repeated at various stages of crack development and yielded the values 
of displacement increments. Plastic strains were found to concentrate along several fanshaped 
narrow zones extending from the crack tip to the specimen boundary. The triangular regions 
contained between the plastic zones are rigidly displaced (disregarding the elastic deformation). 

Badano rozci(lgane pr6bki mosi~zne z centralnym otworem kolowym przy uzyciu dwuekspo
zycyjnej laserowej fotografii plamkowej. Mierzono wartosci pola przemieszczen w otoczeniu 
szczeliny rozwijaj(lcej si~ od otworu pelni(lcego rol~ koncentratora. Zastosowanie duzych po
wi~kszeil (8, 10, 20 razy) zapewnilo du4 rozdzielczosc pomiaru (ok. 0,2 mm). Pomiar6w do
konano dla kolejnych etap6w rozwoju szczeliny, uzyskuj(lc wartosci przyrost6w przemieszczeil. 
Stwierdzono, ze odksztalcenia plastyczne koncentruj(l si~ w kilku w(lskich strefach· rozlozonych 
wachlarzowo od koilca szczeliny do brzegu pr6bki. Tr6jk(ltne obszary pomi~dzy strefami po
ruszaj(l si~ ruchem sztywnym (z dokladnosci(l do odksztaJceil spr~zystych). 

MeTo.n;oM na3epHoH: cneKn-<PoTorpa<PH c .n;aoH:HoH: 3KCno3HI~eH: Hccne.n;oaaJIHCh paCTHrHaaeMbie 
Jia'fYHHbie o6pa3Qbl C QeHTpaJibHbiM OTBepCTHeM (B llJIOCKOM HanpH>KeHHOM COCTOHHHH). 113-
MepHJIHCh 3H·aqeHHH llOJIH nepeMeru;eHHH B Ol<peCTHOCTH pacnpoCTpaHHIOI.U;eHCH OT OTBepCTHH 
Tperu;HHhi. 11cnoJIL30BaHHe 6onLIIIHX yaenHqeHHH (8, 10, 20 pa3) o6ecneq:HBaJio xopoiiiee 
pa3peiiieHHe H3MepeHHH. C noMpru;LIO H3MepeHHH Ha oqepe,D;HhiX 3Tanax pacnpocTpaHeHHH 
Tpei.U;HHbl 6biJIH llOJiyqeHbl COOTBeCTBYIQI.U;He HM npHparu;eHHH . nepeMeru;eHHH. nhiJIO ycTa
HOBJieHO, qTO nJiaCTHqecKaH .n;e<PopMaQHH KOHQeHTpHpyeTCH B HeCKOJihKHX Y3KHX Beepoo6-
pa3HbiX 30Hax pacnonomeHHhiX oT aepi.IIHHhi Tperu;HHhi .n;o KpaH o6pa3Qa. TpeyronhHbie 
o6JiaCTH Me>K.n;y nJiaCTHqeCKHMH 30HaMH nepeMeru;aJIHCh npaKTHqecKH >KeCTKO. 

1. Introduction 

THE STRENGTH parameters of engineering structures are frequently determined by the 
conditions of plastic propagation of defects and microcracks existing in the material of 
the structures; due to this fact, several specialists have decided to study the nature of 
cracks and their development conditions and, consequently, to determine the correspond
ing fracture criteria. The leading role in the fracture mechanism is played by the phenom
enon of plastic yielding which takes place in the crack tip zones, hence much attention 
has been paid to this particular problem. Numerous interesting results have been obtained 
here by the etching technique [1 , 2, 3, 4] ; some examples of images obtained by this method 
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 which present the discontinuous, laminated structure of the · 
plastic zone. 
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These results inspired the present author to initiate attempts to apply other methods 
of analysis to the same problem. The investigations are aimed at veryfying results concern
ing the plastic zones appearing at the crack tips, obtained by such methods like photo
elastic models [5, 6], photoelastic coatings [7], caustics [8], moire [9, 10] and holographic 
methods [11, 12, 13], and also the metallographic methods mentioned above. 

A con~iderable drawback of the etching technique consists in the fact that it is not 
capable of providing us with quantitative results concerning the actual displacements 
observed in the region tested. Relative values of the displacements measured at the surface 

FIG. 1. Plastic zone around the crack tip visualized 
by etching a steel Fe-3Si specimen [3]. 

:. '\~ ,. 
:. ~ <!' 

:~A .. 
FIG. 2. Plastic zone around the crack tip propa

gating in mild carbon steel [1]. 

are obtained by repeated die forging (replication) performed during the crack develop
ment process, the corresponding points of the surface being identified by means of the 
microcrack systems produced by grinding [I]. The conceptual similarity of measuring 
the mutual displacements of the surface points. due to the die forging (replication) and the 
speckle photography techniques [16, 17, 18] suggested that the latter method should be 
used to verify the former investigations; the corresponding results are given below. Other 
examples of successful applications of the speckle method in the analysis of cracks, pre
sented in papers [14, 15], confirm the suitability of this method to our purposes. 

The speckle photography method of measuring the magnitudes and directions of the 
displacement vectors at all points of the surface analysed was described and discussed 
in detail in several papers (cf. [16, 17, 18]) and hence these problems will not be dealt 
with in this paper. 

2. Investigation technique 

The specimens tested were cut out of brass M63 strips subject (after rolling) to recry
stallization annealing and softening. The specimens were formed as thin strips with a cen
tral circular hole of diameter 0.5-1 mm serving ac; a stress concentrator fixing the starting 
point of the crack (Fig. 3). The specimens (with or without the concentrator) were tested 
in tension; the curves obtained are shown in Fig. 4. The optical systems (Fig. 5) enabled 
8 x , 10 x or 20 x magnification of the image·. In the field recording and analysis process 
the argon laser was used, while a He-Ne laser was applied to the point analysis. The di-
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ameter of the speckle, at the magnification of 8 x , was 2. 7 fJ.ffi. The specimens were tested 
in a specially constructed tensile testing machine (Fig. 6) securing a simultaneous and 
uniform translation of the grips, contrary to the classical mechines in which one grip 
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FIG. 3. Specimen. 

is fixed and the other one moves. This improvement was aimed at the maximum possible 
elimination of the external, perturbing displacement field imposed over the field analysed,. 
The starting point of the crack was assumed to be located at the immobile middle point 
of the tension system. During the tension process (crack development) repeated, double
exposure recordings of the consecutive stages were made. The specklegrams obtained 
were analysed by the point and field methods. Some of the specklegrams were analysed 
point-wise by scanning of the entire surface, the results being then compared with the 
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FIG. 4. Curves obtained from the brass M63 tension test. 
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FIG. 5. Scheme of optical system used for specklegram recording. 

p- specimen 

FIG. 6. Tensile testing machine. 

results obtained by the field methods. Consequently, the remaining specklegrams were 
analysed by the field method, the point method being applied o certain selected regions 
only. 

3. Analysis of results and conclusions 

During each test of a specimen, the optical system shown in Fig. 5 was used to perform 
double-ex~osure recordings of the individual states of the object. The first recording was 
made to register the elastic strain state of a specimen in which the crack was at rest.

1 

Several specklegrams were made and analysed for each specimen. In order to explain 
the method of analysis ~ let us discuss it in detail in the case of · a single, selected spe
cklegram; in all remaining cases the procedure was indentical. 

The point-wise analysis of a specklegram proceeds as follows: displacements (d) 
and angles (a) are determined, the ~atter denoting the angles between the displacement 
directions and the vertical axis of the specimen; measurements are repeated for the 
consecutive points lying on curve a (Fig 7), then along curve b, etc. Putting the 
results together, two ·curves (d and a) are obtained for each scanning line. Examples 
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FIG. 7. Directions of scanning of the specklegrarn surface. 
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FIG. 9. Plateau regions at one half of the specklegram surface. The regions are presented together 
with the magnitudes (measured in [Lm) and directions of recorded displacements. 

of such curves for the line f (marked by an arrow in Fig. 9) are shown in Fig. 8. Two 
regions of stabilization of d and rx (plateaus) are seen; they are marked at the line f A simi
lar procedure is applied to each scanning line and then the global presentation of these re
gions for the entire tested specimen surface is made. The results are seen in Fig. 9. 

The results are then compared with those obtained by means of the field analysis. 
Figure 1 Oa presents a schematic picture of the interference lines obtained from the field 
analysis of the specklegram discussed above; Figs. lOb and lOc represent the re~ults ob
tained from the field analysis of the same specimen tested at an earlier stage of crack propa
gation. Arrows denote the direction of displacement of the diaphragm from the optical 
axis during the process of recording of the field image, and the magnitude of that displace
ment. 

The point-wise analysis yields the total value of the displacement, while the field analy
sis - the value of its component parallel to a certain direction, so that the results cannot 
be compared directly; to make this possible, components of the displacement (d) (obtained 
from the point analysis) parallel and normal to the specimen axis are evaluated. In the 
field analysis the results are recorded for at least two components, normal and parallel 
to that axis. This was takeri into account in all the comparisons made. The results obtained 
by the two methods are shown to coincide with each other, what makes it possible to 
simplify the analysis and base it on a much less time-consuming field method, the other 
method being used only in certain selected regions. Such an approach was applied to all 
the specklegrams obtained, and the corresponding results will be presented in a separate 
paper. 

Summing up the results obtained so far, it may be concluded that in the materials 
tested there exist certain narrow bands in which large variations of the magnitudes d and 
rx occur; they are the slip bands. The regions contained between these bands are charac
terized by constant values of d and rx and represent the rigidly displaced blocks. 

Analysis of all the specklegrams was followed by the comparison of the results con
cerning the consecutive stages of crack development in the individual specimens, in order 
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FIG. 10. a) Field analysis image for the case discussed; curve f is shown and the magnitude and direc
tion of displacement of the diaphragm from the optical axis of the system. b, c) Field analysis images 

of another stage of propagation obtained for two directions of displacement of the diaphragm. 

to follow the fracture process. It may be concluded that during the crack propagation 
process the slip bands are formed; they start from the original crack tip and reach up to 
the boundary of the specimen. Rigid blocks always move along the formerly formed slip 
bands, but not always along the neighbouring ones. The slip band formed at a certain 
stage may later be swept by the block. New slip bands are created only at the initial stage 
of crack formation. Later on the blocks are displaced within the bounds determined by 
the most far-reaching bands. 
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4. Conclusion 

For a .given material and sp_ecimen geometry, the plastic zone at the crack tip is of 
a discrete character: it consists of elastically-deformed regions separated by narrow plastic 
slip banqs. The specimens considered in this paper were narrow, what allowed for almost 
rigid displacements of the blocks since the slip bands reached the specimen boundaries. 
It may be conjectured that if such conditions did not exist, the blocks would deform as 
elastic bodies within the bounds imposed by the constraints which result from the exis
tence of the slip bands. This conclusion is confirmed by metallographic investigations 
[2, 3, 4]. 

The results derived above seem also to lead to another conclusion: the mathematical 
models used in fracture analysis assume the existence of compact, uniform plastic zones; 
hence such models may (at least in such cases like those discussed here) lead to results 
which have nothing in common with the actual, discrete character of the real fracture 
processes. 
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